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About This Software

Professor Teaches Excel 2016 is a computer training course developed by experts to help you learn the features of Excel 2016.
Unlike other training courses, Professor Teaches provides a realistic simulation of the software, so you can practice and apply

what you learn right away. Learn Excel 2016 with hours of interactive, hands-on training lessons and exercises.

What is Microsoft Excel 2016?
Excel 2016 is the latest version of this popular spreadsheet management program developed by Microsoft. This powerful

program allows you to analyze, manage and share data in more ways than ever before. With the analysis tools, you can track and
highlight important data trends and share data.

What Are the Benefits of Learning Microsoft Excel 2016?
•Discover how to create spreadsheets quickly

•Learn how to analyze data and share information
•Learn how to use critical information to make business decisions

Excel 2016 – Over 80 Lessons!
Our extensive computer training course will cover the following topics:

•Getting to Know the Excel Window
•Navigating a Workbook

•Creating Workbooks
•Entering Text, Numbers, and Dates

•Moving and Clearing Data
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•What are Formulas and Functions?
•Copying and Moving Formulas

•Using Statistical Functions
•Using Linked Values in Formulas

•Introduction to Formatting
•Changing Cell Alignment

•Inserting and Deleting Rows and Columns
•Hiding Worksheet Components

•Copying and Moving Worksheets
•Splitting and Freezing a Worksheet

•Previewing and Printing the Worksheet
•Arranging Multiple Workbooks

•Saving Workbooks in Different Formats
•Adding a Hyperlink

•Saving a Workbook as a Web Page
•E-Mailing a Workbook
•Exploring the Interface

•Signing in with Microsoft Accounts

Features of Professor Teaches Excel 2016
•Practice in a Realistic Simulation of the Software

•Hundreds of Learning Topics
•4 to 8 Hours of Training per Course

•Realistic Simulations
•Beginner to Advanced Topics

•Self-Paced Learning Objectives
•Introductions and Summaries

•Interactive Exercises
•Professional Voice Narration

•End-of-Chapter Quiz Questions
•Check marks for Completed Topics

•Glossary, Index, and Search
•Professor Answers for Instant Training

Benefits of Professor Teaches Excel 2016
•Accurate screen presentations, menus, and buttons provide an easy transition to the real application

•Step-by-step interactive exercises help you achieve high retention rates
•Practical exercises and examples make learning easy

•Professional voice narration assists retention
•The most realistic, interactive & complete training
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I'd pound that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Great game! I highly recommend everyone to play this game! The characters are
great with Yekaterina being my favorite heroine. The artwork and CGs are very well drawn. The story is very interesting and the
suspense builds as the story progresses making you want to play more. The music is great for each scene in the game.

I really enjoyed this game and it's definitely worth playing! Just make sure to follow the guide here on steam, if you need help in
picking the correct choices.. this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥poor
i cannot recommend to anyone. WTF? Why I bought it? Confusing, bring me out after a few seconds.

1/10. I really love this game, but I wouldn't buy it unless an option to zoom out more is added.
While you can zoom a bit with the mouse wheel, it's not nearly enough.
Enemies from off screen come flying in faster than you can possibly react.
The bosses are screen filling and some go way beyond that easily spanning three screens.
When parts of a boss can literally surround you while still off screen, it's a problem.
When geting close enough to hit a weak point means having no room to dodge, and having no idea what you're dodging into, it's
a problem.
As I said, the game is great fun when it's not murdering the hell out of you because you can't see what you're doing.
Unfortunately, I don't really enjoy that.. The game may be 9 years old, but the graphics can still compete with many new
releases today.
Sure there may be some assets that are not wuiet up to todays standards of games that are considered looking great today. For
instance the palm trees may be a bit edgier than more modern trees that use tesselation. or some rock textures that aren't quiet as
crisp as they could be. Everything else when it comes to graphics still holds up very well to new releases.

When it comes to performance the game should runs just fine on maximum graphics, as long as your system has decent
hardware. im thinking soething like a gtx660 and some i5 should handle it just fine

Now that we got the "graphics part" out of the way.

Let's get to the actual review:
I played this game 9 years ago when it came out and I loved it. The Physics are some of the best I've seen in any game to date.
You can destroy entire huts. Without having them collapse in a predetermined way. but instead theyll actually react physicly
correct to how you interacted with them.

There are 10 Levels in the game. That are all pretty big. So there is no pre-determined way to go like in call of duty. Each of the
levels are several square kilometers big that you can actually walk on. And there aren't really any areas that feel empty.

The AI is pretty smart for the most part. On the highest difficulty they are pretty hard to beat at times. However they aren't
perfect ofcourse either. For instance in the 1st level there is a guy in a toilet. and 8/10 times when he gets alert to you he runs
into the wall of the toilet instead of out through the door.

The Story is probably the games weakest feature, which doesn't say it's bad. It's just nothing particularly special either. That
beeing said, as a little side note: The story in Crysis 2 is actually quiet an improvement over the one in Crysis 1.

And now the most important gameplay element: The nanosuit. For me this made it for one super cool, cause you are some super
hero kind badass (with a slightly more grounded background lore to how the powers work than most comic book super heroes).
And also I think it makes for some very fun options gameplay wise. You have great mobility with speed and strength mode. you
can choose to fight as a tank with armor mode (although you still die very quick on delta difficulty so its not crazy overpowered)
and you can play very stealthy with the cloak mode (which makes you almost but not completly invisible).
All those abilities use the suit's energy, so they can not be used indefinitly.
And the best thing is you can switch in between the diffrent suitmodes at any time, so you can adapt your playstyle to the
situation at any given time.

Last: The Multiplayer:
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So appereantly the multiplayer doesn't work anymore due to the service it used (gamespy) shutting down. However there may be
workarounds to still play online. And the LAN mode still works ofcourse.
I personally didn't bother much with the multiplayer in crysis 1. Back when I tried it it seemed alright, but I don't think it lived
auiet up to the potential of multiplayer fun there could have been with the nanosuit. crysis 2 was an improvement in that regard
in my opinion.

So all in all Crysis 1(and I'm mainly referring to the singleplayer here) in my opinion is one of the best shooters ever made. And
I'd recommend it to anyone who hasn't played it yet. (9/10) (10/10 if you choose to ignore the slightly weaker story). updated all
my drivers to the oldest ones possible basically stuffed up my entire pc. Nice little VR experience. Typical escaperoom
gameplay but in a fun fictional horror enviroment. Would love to play a full release of it.
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The game is a good mix between realism and ''fun''. Don't listen to :
A- Elitists who thought this was a totally different game and are now complaining despite having received a refund.
B- Idiots who can't be asked to comprehend a simple tutorial and are callint it ''too hard''

It's good looking, it's fun, it's running well.

What the hell is wrong with you people.
This is a niche genre and you are making it even more ''niche'' by giving bad reviews completly based on false
informations/understanding of the product. Don't download this. Nothing is customized for VR, and this is the closest I've
gotten to simulation sickness on the HTC Vive.

Movement is just via an invisible character, so you fly forward slowly with slight headbob, and collision is based on the center
of the room. Rotation controls are also a great way to get nauseaus.
During start up they also attach things directly to your... eyes. and have disorienting logos that slowly grow in size without any
further world for context.

The controllers aren't even rendered and in several levels I was floating above the floor several meters for no apparent reason.

If you're still going to try this, I recommend at least sitting down. Also, be aware that this launches with a window, for some
reason, so you can't fully launch it while wearing your HMD.. funny game and it shows up a perfect graphic. interesting story
and a little hard controlling.
After all, it is a nice game that everyone should have a try.. It's a great game and there's no doubt about that, everything about it
feels nice, the soundtrack,the visuals... Everything! Would recommend it 10/10.. i love this game but its only flaw is that there
isnt enough people playing it i you did something like its free for a weekend then you would get some players to start playing
then they would tell there friends to get it later
. gets boring after 3 games. TL;DR - Evolution Planet is an inferior clone of Triple Town, with a vastly larger and oxymoronic
emphasis on random elements and pre-designed levels. Several levels in the game cannot reasonably be completed without
purchasing creatures, likely a holdover from pay-to-win mobile game elements.

I'll be blunt - in every instance where the developer experimented with the game design instead of merely copying Triple Town,
they failed. Enemy creatures that destroy yours (or in later levels, infect and convert yours), an AI that places creatures on your
behalf and slaps down multiple creatures per turn, and 84 levels with their own sets of goals and score targets - all of these
interfere with each other or with the core gameplay.

When the RNG decides to place multiple creatures at several critical points on the grid that completely wreck your plans, it's not
fun. Doubly so when they're high-level creatures that destroy or convert your own creatures and reverse the past 20 moves of
progress. That same RNG decides whether you can actually complete a level, which makes you wonder - why even have
designed levels? Though, even "designed" is debateable. Several levels in the game - particularly later boss levels - cannot be
reasonably completed without spending gems to purchase creatures. Getting a triple star rating in some levels is also dependent
on multiplier squares randomly appearing in the right places as well.

It should also be noted that getting a triple star rating on every level in the game gets you nothing, not even a text blurb of
congrats. There is no point to completion. There is also no point to getting a high score in survival mode, as the top two scores
are clearly hacked. Even at the end of my 3rd place run with a score of a quarter million points, there was such an incredible
deluge of enemy creatures placed every other turn that it would be impossible for anyone to survive 4 times (2nd place) or 16
times (1st place) as long.

I don't recommend this game. I felt annoyed and cheated during most of my playtime, and for a puzzle game, the developers
sure tried their best to eliminate strategy and planning.. The only reason I like this game is because you can select any weapon
without having to earn it. Not the best graphics in the world but hey, atleast it wont lag. And I like it when you fire at an animal,
it shows a little kill cam of where you hit the animal.. Fun stylish little meat boy clone. Beat it under an hour.. good game
gamers
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